In this paper, a self-organizing method, which is based on a simplified virtual-force model, is proposed for nonholonomic mobile swarm robots hunting in unknown environments. First, the motion models for the hunted target in unknown cluttered environments are designed. Next, through the decomposition of hunting behaviors under cluttered environments, a simplified virtual-force model is formed. Then, based on the virtual-force model, a control method is designed for swarm robots following motions of barriers and the target. The method only needs the location information of the target and two nearest neighbors, so it is easy to be calculated and realized. After that, the stability of the hunting system is analyzed and the control parameter ranges are achieved. Simulation results for different situations and comparative analyses demonstrate that the proposed hunting method has good performance of obstacles avoidance and flexibility.
Introduction
Swarm robotics is an approach to collective robotics, inspired from the self-organized behaviors of social animals. Through simple rules and local interactions, swarm robotics aims at designing robust, scalable, and flexible collective behaviors for the coordination of large numbers of robots [1] . Even if a number of independent single robots that are equipped with a sophisticated hardware and software configuration may not perform some tasks, which may be achieved by swarm robots [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
There are many works dealing with cooperative hunting of robots [9] [10] [11] [12] . In [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , hunting algorithms are mainly based on artificial physics (AP) [15, 22] , behavior-based (BB) [16] , potential functions (PF) [16, 18] , and rules based (RB) [17, 19, 21] .The discussion in these references is mainly for systems with few robots, using advanced communication among robots, and the control algorithm require the information of all the other robots and obstacles. Since great communication capacity needed, less fault tolerance, difficult to expand the robots number, these control methods are not suitable for swarm robots hunting control.
In recent years, related research has been reported by scholars on a group of robots to round up [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . There are few strategies to effectively use swarm robots system itself to hunt, especially in unknown complex environments with all kinds of obstacles. Huang et al. [30] proposed a self-organizing cooperative hunting approach by swarm robotic systems based on RB, i.e., a loose-preference rule (LP-rule), which is the most simple and efficient method of hunting presently. However, the rule is complex and there is no obstacle in the hunting environment.
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of hunting in moving and deforming obstacles environments by using a swarm of robots has never been investigated so far. As we know, robots having their own sensors and effectors can make use of any or partial AP force, which they can perceive [31] . Since AP bears some similarity with RB approach, can we place the RB approach in hunting on a firmer physics foundation and to make more in-depth analyses and understanding of the characteristics of self-organization hunting and the emergent of swarm intelligence? Furthermore, can we just use the position information of the target and the two nearest neighbors to accomplish self-organization hunting and get a more systematic parameters set?
In response to these challenges, according to the characteristics of animal self-organizing motions in cooperative hunting in unknown environments, a simplified virtual-force model based on AP methodology is formed, which only requires the positions information of the target and the two nearest neighbors (including robots, dynamic deforming obstacles, static non-convex, and convex obstacles). The simulations results under different conditions show that the hunting method based on the simplified virtual-force model is feasible. Its stability analyses are advantageous to the system parameter setting and it is prone to obtain oscillation small and the better trajectory of hunting process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, description of swarm robots motion model and self-organization hunting tasks are introduced. Section 3 presents the self-organization algorithm for cooperative hunting, followed by stability analysis of the self-organization algorithm in Section 4. The simulation experiments in various environments with unknown dynamic deforming obstacles are given in Section 5, followed by contrast analysis in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7.
Model formation
To realize cooperative hunting, individual kinematics equations, related functions, and hunting task model are given in this section.
Robots Motion Model and Related Functions
Considering a swarm of m identical wheeled mobile robots, assume that each robot has a structure, as shown in Figure 1 . The kinematics equations of robot j h with pure rolling and non-slipping are expressed as follows: The applying force functions of the target and objects (includes robots, static or dynamic obstacles) during the process of hunting are given as follows:
where z represents the distance between two points. c n and l are the current hunting step number and the number beginning to move to the effective hunting circle(centered as the target, r c as the radius of the circle). 1 c 、 1 d , and ' 2 d k are designed to optimize the moving path of each robot. r c , 2 c , and ' dis a k are the effective hunting radius, the approach parameters of chasing, and the distance beginning to strengthen the collision or the obstacle avoidance, respectively. ' 1, 2, 3 k  represents the specific parameters when the objects are robots, static or dynamic obstacles.
For the obstacles that are easy to avoid, i.e., the conditions of following barriers are not satisfied, the mapping function is given as following:
where  is the real value of cos( )  function. The robots can avoid obstacles in advance through the mapping function producing bigger repulsion. Thus it effectively achieves the bionic characteristics of obstacle avoidance.
Assume the direction angles of directed lines l i and l j are i  and j  , respectively. In order to determine the angle between the two directed lines, ij  from l i to l j can be computed according to the following formula [32] 
dagl  is given as following:
where sign( )  is sign function. n is an integer.
that includes the prey (the target) respectively. r a S and r a U are the distances for the target beginning to strengthen avoiding the static and dynamic obstacles, respectively. r p T , r c , r s T , and r s H are the radius of the potential domain of the prey, the effective hunting radius, the sensing radius of the target and robots, respectively. Generally, r r r r r r a a p c s s
. The potential domain of the target 1 t is
The set of all the robots in the potential domain of the target 1 t is . In order to describe the confrontation between the individuals and the prey and make the prey effectively avoiding obstacles, we use the concept of "potential" to describe the ability of the robots and obstacles. Assume the potential set in hunting environment is 
where ex K  is called an obvious potential, which is in the potential domain of 1 t and can be sensed by 1 t . im K  is called an implicit potential, which is out of the potential domain of K and can be sensed or not. 1 t   is the sum of obvious potential in the potential domain of 1 t . 1 pt  is called the potential angle, and its positive direction is called the escaping direction, which represents the least potential direction of predators, static, and dynamic obstacles sensed by the prey; conversely, its reverse direction is called confrontation direction, which represents the most strong potential direction sensed by the prey. is a function for obtaining angle and can be found in MATLAB.
From the above description and (6), motion equations of the dynamic target (prey) in an environment with obstacles are given as follows:
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where ω v T and m v T are respectively the walking speed and maximum speed of the target.
is a speed constraint condition. It is 1 if it is true and the prey accelerates, otherwise it is 0 and the prey do not accelerate. T   is the initial walking direction angle of the target. When   1 0 t    , i.e. , the prey finds the hunting robots in its potential domain and it will choose to escape or confront. And if   11 tt    , the prey will choose to escape, which direction is the positive direction of the potential angle, otherwise to confront, which direction is the reverse direction of the potential angle.
The difference of hunting parameters between this paper and [30] is the relative parameters in the environment with unknown cluttered obstacles are given in this paper. Furthermore, r p T is not equal to r s T , and that is more realistic. The hunting process is different from [30] .
Hunting Algorithm
In this paper, from the perspective of physics, an autonomous motion model based on simplified virtual-force (called "SVF-model" in short, proposed by the authors) is formed. This model will make the whole swarm implement self-organizing hunting in an unknown complex environment.
SVF-Model
In an unknown complex environment, assume j h can obtain position information of itself, the target 1 t and two nearest neighbors 
is the repulsion at x' axis felt by j h , and it is defined as follows:
where   x y j f . International Journal of Control and Automation Vol. 8, No.11 (2015) 390 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC From the above description, we can obtain the required velocity of j h when the target is static:
is the applying force function of the target 1 t computed by using (2) 
Individual Control Inputs Design based on SVF-Model
Assume that robot x' axis 
When ntj t  , the robots can have rotation and translation motions,
Assume that, in SVF-model If the robots are not in the process of following barriers and do not satisfy the conditions of following barriers or have already ended following barriers, then 
In the above equations, the functions without containing time all denote the calculation at jc v is the compensation speed according to expectation speed.
Hunting Algorithm Steps
According to the constructing hunting environment in section 2.2 and the movement mathematical equation constructed by (7) , the pseudo codes for the hunting algorithm are shown in Figure 4 .
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Stability Analysis
We follow the stability analysis method used in [30] . In order to find the convergence conditions of the hunting algorithm when the conditions of the following barriers are not meet, system deviation is decomposed into target distance deviation , the ideal hunting formation is formed. Therefore, to obtain the stability conditions of the selforganizing hunting systems, there is only need to infer the conditions that the systems should be satisfied when '' 0, 0 ( =1, 2, , )
jy jabx jm   . Consider the discretized positional deviation as: xj v are expressed respectively as follows:
 . Therefore, we can obtain the individual deviation equations of the autonomous motion: Vk    . Therefore, by the Lyapunov stability theorem of a discrete system, we derive that the system origin equilibrium state   ' 0 y k  is asymptotic stability in the large field and 1 02 c    is a sufficient condition. Theorem 1 is verified. From Theorem 1, we know that all the robots in the swarm will finally converge to the circle of radius r c centered at the target. Then if we want to obtain the formation of uniform distribution, we need to consider the convergence of in Theorem 1 can be applied to a no obstacle environment without any modification. The reason for that is whether there are obstacles or not, the attraction or repulsion from the target in SVF -model isn't affected. Therefore, the velocity approaching to the effective hunting circle isn't affected and the stability analyses in Theorem 1 is the same as in the environment without obstacles.
Theorem 2
Theorem 2. In the obstacles environment without satisfying the conditions of following barriers, if all the robots satisfy 1 0 d 2     and (21), then the system origin equilibrium state, i.e.,
[ (cos( ( ))) / (( ( ) / a ) ) (cos( ( ))) / (( ( ) / a ) )] / 0 ( 1, , ; 1,
Proof. Substituting (19) into (21), we obtain: 
where,
is computed as follows:
[ (cos( ( ))) / (( ( ) / a ) ) (cos( ( ))) / (( ( ) / a ) )] / 0 . Although the constraints of actual physical systems (such as the velocity and accelerate of robots) may let the convergence of the hunting systems become slow, all robots will converge to an expected force-balance formation on the effective hunting circle at a certain precision in finite time. Usually, the formation is not evenly distributed, but the systems are stable.
Generally speaking, the parameters of avoiding static obstacles and dynamic obstacles 2 dis a , 3 dis a , 2 2 d , and 3 2 d are bigger than the parameters of avoiding robots 1 dis a and 1 2 d . The reason for that is it is beneficial for robots keeping away from obstacles, which cannot coordinate with robots, and try to avoid collision damage. Particularly, parameters adjustment method is given here when the systems are unstable, i.e., decreasing 1 c , 1 d or  , et al. For the actual hunting experimental physics systems, the parameters can also be changed self-adaptively according to this condition to make the oscillation systems become stable.
Theorem 3
Theorem 3. In the obstacles environment without satisfying the conditions of following barriers and 1 [ (cos( ( ))) / ( ( ) ) (cos( ( ))) / ( ( ) )] / ( ) 0
ab jj
Because the derivation process of the Theorem 3 is similar toTheorem 2, it is omitted here. From the Theorem 3, we know that it is the special case of Theorem 2.
The above stability analysis is for a static target. For a dynamic target, there is a sufficient condition for swarm robots to form the hunting formation of force balance as shown below. 
Theorem 4
Since the target doesn't rotate 180 o at each step when it is escaping, robots do not need to rotate 180 o at each step neither. Therefore, for most instances the swarm robots can also hunt successfully when  is less than the lower limit given by (26) or (27) .
Special Case 1
For the static non-convex and convex obstacles environment with satisfying the conditions of following barriers, the following barriers robots can avoid non-convex and convex obstacles safely as long as the following barriers robots can keep the latest positional information of the target (by the sense of themselves or communicating with others to get the latest positional information of the target), then as long as time step length  of the following barriers robots satisfies (26) or (27) , and the hunting systems are stable.
If the following barriers robots lost the sense to the target and the communication with others and lost, and if the number of lost robots is less, since the number of swarm robots is more, it doesn't affect the stability of the hunting systems. This also reflects good robustness of the swarm robotic systems.
Special Case 2
For dynamic deforming obstacles environment with satisfying the conditions of following barriers, the robots need to avoid deforming obstacles. It is necessary to analyze the movements' characteristics between robots and deforming obstacles. There are two most extreme cases of movement between robots and deforming obstacles: one is that both of them Figure 6 , hunting robots move in and out of the effective hunting circle, which conforms to the actual situation. However, in [30] , the hunting robots only move out of the convergence circle domain. Therefore, the convergence process in this paper is superior to that in [30] . International Journal of Control and Automation Vol. 8, No.11 (2015) 400
Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC b) Analyses for the resultant deviation of neighboring objects. We employ j f ab to analyze the characteristics in the process of swarm robots achieving an ideal hunting formation. From Figure 7 , we can see that, after about 101 steps, j f ab of all individuals is close to zero. And the shock of Leaders 2 h and 4 h is minimal, which originally emerge in the process of outflanking. 1 h and 11 h have the most violent oscillation, which are the furthest relative to Leaders. This characteristic is consistent with that in [30] . Figure 7 shows that the conditions of robots d e c i d e whether themselves are Leaders or not are deviation appearing approximate monotonic decay gradually after a larger value (This is opposite with the law in [30] about determining Leaders) such as 2 h and 4 h in Figure 7 . So the oscillation is small when Leaders are emerging.
Simulation and Analyses for an Unknown Complex Environment with Dynamic Deforming Obstacles
In this simulation, the environment includes four point static obstacles, a rotating cross, three static convex polygon obstacles, and three static non-convex obstacles. The scalability, robustness, flexibility, and performance of obstacle avoidance of the proposed algorithm will be tested in this section. The initial coordinates of the swarm robots are listed in Table 5 .  is 0.6, which is bigger than the lower limit 0.59 obtained according to the systems parameters and (26) . There is a cross rotating about a moving pivot. The rotational direction of the obstacle is counterclockwise, and the translational direction of the obstacle is the lower left. Its rotational angle velocity is 0.0462, its translational linear velocity is 0.05, and its radius is 6. Therefore, its biggest linear velocity is 0.3272. m v 0.3350 U  , which can be calculated by section 4.6. Because m v 0.3272 U  , as long as the following barriers robots can keep the update of the location of the target all the time and they can follow barriers successfully, and join in the hunting formation finally. The target will avoid obstacles when it meets static and/or dynamic obstacles. Since Simulation trajectories are shown in Figure 8 . In the simulation, the following barriers algorithm based on SVF-model successfully makes 2 h avoid the dynamic deforming obstacle, as shown in Figure 8 (e). It can also be employed to avoid the static non-convex obstacles and convex obstacles successfully, as shown in Figure 8(h) . For convex obstacles, non-convex obstacles, and dynamic convex obstacles easy to avoid, equation (4) is mainly used for obstacle avoidance.
The entire swarm robots can avoid obstacles and accomplish the hunting task smoothly with the number of robots decreasing 1/3 in an unknown complex environment. That reflects the algorithm not only has better scalability than the method based on LP-rule, but also has better performance of collision avoidance/obstacle avoidance, robustness, and flexibility, but 
The Comparative Analyses between SVF-Model and LP-Rule
The advantages of the hunting algorithm based on SVF-model comparing with the method based on LP-rule in [30] are as follows:
Simple Model
In the SVF-Model, not only are calculation formulas simple, but also the physical meaning is clear. However, after determining the direction of loose space for 16 different hunting movement cases, a unified rule is established, i.e., LP-rule.
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Hunting Success in Special Situations
The special cases of two nearest neighbors on the direction to the target and so on are dealt with in SVF-model. For example, 1 h , 4 h , and 5 h are on the same direction to the target, as shown in Figure 6 (a) . But those special cases aren't dealt with in LP-rule. Therefore, collisions maybe happen in some situations and the robots cannot encircle the target.
No Theoretical Defects
Even the number of robots are fewer, the robots can evenly distribute around the target in SVF-model. Whereas for LP-rule when the number of robots is three or four, there isn't evenly distributed hunting formation, and it has to do with LP-Rule.
Good Capacity of Obstacle Avoidance
From the simulations in section 5, the hunting algorithm based on SVF-model has the good capacity of avoiding static convex obstacles, non-convex obstacles, and dynamic deforming obstacles. Whereas there is no consideration how to make obstacle avoidance in LP-rule.
Reasonable Speed Setting
In LP-rule, when two nearest neighbors are all at the S  or S  , as shown in Figure 4 of [30] , the further the distance from j h to the two nearest neighbors, the greater the speed of j h far away from the two nearest neighbors, and that makes the oscillation is larger when the Leaders emerge; the nearer the distance, the smaller the speed far away from the two nearest neighbors, and that makes hard for robots to avoid obstacles. However, the speed setting in SVF-model is precisely opposite to it in LP-rule. That is reason why the emerging laws of Leaders in SVF-model and LP-rule are just the opposite.
Considering the Actual Physics Size of Robots
The proposed algorithm considered the size of the actual robots constraints: the number of robots on the effective hunting circle, and that accords with the actual situations. However, there is no consideration about constraining the number of robots on the effective hunting circle in LP-rule.
System Stability Theorems are Beneficial for the System Parameters Settings
The sufficient conditions of system stability theorems are beneficial for system parameters settings. Thus the hunting processes are prone to oscillation of smaller and have more optimal trajectories. But the stability analysis for LP -rule has no guidance for system parameter settings.
Conclusion
In this paper, a hunting method based on a simplified virtual-force model is proposed for nonholonomic mobile swarm robots. The sufficient conditions for the system stability are given. Furthermore, the method based on SVF-model can make the group of robots emerge the expected collective behaviors, which is beneficial for the research of emergence control. Additionally, there is no local minimum problem for individuals' movement based on SVFmodel. Finally, the advantages of the proposed method compared with LP-rule are discussed.
